
Trees and Construction 
Is This Tree Likely to Survive Construction? 

One Method to Consider 

By Ryan Gilpin 

In the December 2023 issue of Arborist News, we dis
cussed which trees we should focus on preserving during 
constmction projeas (Gilpin 2023). In that article I focused 
on suitability for preservation in the planning phase of 
development. This article starts where that article ended. 
However, it is not necessary to have read that article to 
follow along with this one. 

The 3rd edition of the Best Management Practices: Man
aging Ti-ees During Site Development and Construction 
(referred to here as the 3rd edition) was published by the 
ISA early in 2023 (Matheny et al. 2023a). This was a major 
BMP update, and significant changes were made through
out the document. Many communities are asking for 
more and larger trees to be preserved on construction sites. 
These communities establish permitting agencies to approve 
construction plans and often require arborists to be on 
the design team. The 3rd edition of the BMP was revised 
and expanded to provide better guidance during the 
design phase of development. The Introduction and 
Design Phase sections of the 3rd edition were published 
in their entirety in the April 2023 issue of Arborist News 
(Matheny et al. 2023b). 

While Best Management Practices are not "how-to" 
guides, I hope that the 3rd edition provides a good frame
work for arborists who play key roles on design and con
struction reams. Ultimately, arborists need to use their 
experience and expertise if they are going to offer the best 
recommendations possible for their projects. Many read
ers will have their own practices that they have found 
effective. If you have a method or system that works for 
you, use that. 

Plan Review and Tree Impact 
Assessment 
An important change from the 2nd edition of Managing 
Trees During Site Development and Construction is a new 
section of the Design Phase titled Plan Review and Tree 
Impact Assessment. The 3rd edition of the BMP also 
defines responsibilities for the arborist as follows: 

Using the site plans and knowledge of the tree resoun:e, 
the arborist evaluates which trees can be preserved 
and which should be removed or transplanted. 
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1he arborist should evaluate how the trees near the 
limits of constmction will respond as the site is graded, 
utilities are installed, foundations are excavated, and 
buildings are constructed 

When I am involved in construction projects, I am 
often asked whether rrees are going to survive construc
tion and what design changes are needed to preserve 
them. While this can (and does) happen at every phase of 
construction, it most often occurs during the design 
phase. To do this assessment, I typically use data that I 
collected in the field coupled with construction plans cre
ated by an engineer or architect. 

When trying to decide whether a tree is likely to sur
vive construction, I learned from my mentors a method 
that works for me. I can't reach anyone that method in an 
article (we say that it takes about a year to learn), but I 
want to offer arborists who don't have experience or expe
rienced mentors some idea about how they might approach 
this question. 

This method involves: 
1. interpreting construction plans to understand 

the big picture; 
2. reviewing tree data collected during the planning 

phase; 
3. estimating how far from the trees the greatest 

impacts from construction will be; 
4. using tree data ro estimate a Calculated Tree 

Protection Zone; and, 
5. deciding whether planned construction will 

impact the Critical Root Zone. 

Interpreting Construction Plans 
I find thar the skills involved in reviewing construction 
plans are acquired by arborists through training and prac
tice. I learned to review consrruction plans by having 
experienced arborists show me what they see on the plans 
and then going to the site and warching that construction 
take place. 

I have seen trees damaged in many ways, but on my 
projects, I am most focused on root loss from excavation. 
I spend much of my rime figuring out what will be hap
pening underground, which typically involves flipping 



back and forth between grading plans, utility plans, and 
rree prorecrion plans. 

When I am reviewing plans, I rry roger the big picture 
and make rhe easy decisions fusr. The firsr question is: 
whar are rhey building? 

For rhis example, a new house wirh a new porch, drive
way, and underground uriliries will be installed (Figure 1). 
Nexr, I rry ro answer rhree questions: 

l. Where is consrruccion planned in relation ro 
exisring rrees, buildings, hardscape, ere.? 

2. Are rhere any rrees rhac absolurely cannot be 
preserved? 

3. Are rhere rrees outside rhe conscrucrion area 
rhac will nor be affected? 

The existing site contains a house with utilities sur
rounded by sidewalks and planting scrips (Figure 2); rwo 
street trees near the north property line (# I and #2) are 
growing in the public planting area, and two trees are 
growing on private property (#3 and #4). Tree #3 is in the 
middle of the planned house, so it would be removed to 
complete this construction. Tree #4 in che southeast cor
ner has no consrrucrion within rwice rhe crown radius, so 
ir should be easy co preserve. Ir is nor immediately clear 
whether rrees # 1 and #2 (Figures 3 and 4) are likely co 
survive construction, so I will look at inventory data for 
rhese rrees ro help me decide. 

Planning Phase Tree Data 
For many of my projects, I visit the sire and collect data 
on rhe crees months before I receive construction plans 
and evaluate impacts ro rrees. I have been contacted for 
projects in every phase of construction, bur for this proj
ect I had data well before these plans were ready. The 
most important dara char I collect will eventually help me 
decide whether rrees are likely ro survive construction 
and how ro besr prorecr chem. I typically use species, size 
(DBH), condition, suitability for preservation, and exist
ing growing spaces in my evaluation. Photographs of the 
rrees from various angles are often helpful. As I discussed 
in my previous article, the biggest factor in my suitability 
for preservation ratings is a species' tolerance co root loss. 

This sire has four trees moscly growing as individuals 
rather rhan a stand of interdependent trees or forest. Here 
are photos and dara of the two trees char I am exploring 
more deeply. The previous arricle described my process 
for assessing suitability for preservation of these rrees. 

Estimating Distance from the 
Most Impactful Construction 
Mosr of rhe jurisdictions in which I work require topo
graphic surveys where civil engineers or surveyors accu
rately locate the trunk and base elevation of the rrees on 
rhe consrrucrion plans. Noc every project has or requires 
chis level of detail, bur knowing how far the actual trunk 
of rhe rree will be from the planned construction and its 
elevation relative ro new construction is central ro my 
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Figure 1. An example site plan showing the location of a planned single-family 
home. 
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Figure 2. An example site p lan averlayed with existing trees, structures, and 
hardscape. 

ability to give good recommendations. For chis project, 
tree trunks and crown dimensions were accurately plotted 
on che construction plans. I measured the distances from 
the trees to che new structures on the plans (Figure 5). 

Tree #1 is approximately 15 feet (4.5 m) north of the 
planned house and 8 feet (2.4 m) west of new under
ground utilities. le may require some minor crown prun
ing for clearance to build the house, but my primary 
concern is root loss to install the utilities. 

Tree #2 is approximately 15 feer (4.5 m) northeast of 
the corner of the house and 15 feet ( 4.5 m) ease of the 
new driveway. Approximately 20% of the crown may be 
removed co install scaffolding and build che house on the 
southwest (blue hashed area). I am also concerned about 
root loss co build the house foundation and driveway. I 
have learned from monitoring the construction of similar 

► 
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Trees and Construction (continued) 

Figure 3. Tree #1. Europeon white birch (8etu/a pendula); DBH: 9,8 in (23,20 
cm); Condition: Fair; Suitability for preservation: low (see Gilpin 2023 for 
explanation). 

homes in my area that excavation will extend beyond 
where the house is shown on the plans (often referred to 
as over-build or over-excavation). It is important to know 
a.bout typical consa-uction techniques in your area. 

I now have a.11 of the information that I need to decide 
whether these trees a.re likely to survive construction. 
Before we dive into methods, a few definitions. 

Definitions 
While I would like us ro all use terms like Tree Protection 
Zone (TPZ) and Critical Root Zone (CRZ) in the same 
ways, a.rborists seem to vary widely in how they define 
these terms. For a deeper dive into chis topic, see Clark et 
a.I. (202l)(Figure 6). ln my work, I use the definitions 
from the 3rd edition of the BMP: 

tl-ee protection zone (TPZ) - area within which 
certain activities are prohibited or restricted to prevent 
or minimize potential injury to designated trees, 
especially dw-ing construction or development. Jhe 
TPZ should encompass the Critical /wot Zone based 
on the judgment of the arborist. 
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Figure 4. Tree #2. London plane (Platanus x hispanica); 
DBH: 21 in (53 cm); Condition: Good; Suitability for preser
vation: High (see Gilpin 2023 for explanation). 

critical root wne (CRZ)- area of soil around a 
tree where the minimum amount of roots considered 
critical to the health of the tree or structural stability 
are located. lhere are no universally accepted methods 
M calculate the CRZ. 

Before deciding how to protect a tree, I cry to first fig
ure out if a tree is likely to survive construction, which to 
me is the same question as: what is the CRZ for chat treer 
We don't know exactly how dose we can get co a tree 
without killing it. Trees are complicated biological organ
isms char ace in surprising ways sometimes. For the above 
definition ofCRZ, d1ere is no one calculation or formula 
for estimating the exact critical area of a given tree. Each 
tree has a unique root area. If we can preserve enough of 
it, we can preserve the tree. Unforcunacely, d1e minimum 
dimensions are a bit of a mystery to us. 

Estimating a Calculated Tree 

Protection Zone 
The 3rd edition of the BMP introduces a new term
Calculated Tree Protection Zone (Calculated TPZ). This 
is a new definition for an old idea. 11,e idea is thar in some 
situations, we need something more concrece, someching 
we can calculate, something we can have some confidence 
in. I don't typically use Calculated TPZ very often in my 
work, but it can be a useful cool co gain insight nor only 



into what the TPZ should be, but also what the CRZ 
may be. The definition provided in the 3rd edition is: 

calculated tree p rotection zone - a TPZ that is 
calculated using the trunk diameter and a multipli
cation factor based on the species tolerance to construc-
tion and age of the tree. 

In our example, for the two trees chat I need co explore 
in more detail (#1 and #2), I will estimate the Calculated 
TPZ using Table 2 from che 3rd edition of the BMP. This 
cable has been in use for over 30 years, with only minor 
updates. Many people point our that this is not a scien
tifically rigorous method because it has nor been experi
mentally proven, and chat is 100% true. Bue ic does provide 
reasonable guidance based on its successful use for several 
decades. 

I consider tree # 1 co be a mature tree with low toler
ance co construction damage. If European white birch isn't 
commonly planted in your area, consider another tree 
chat in your experience does not tolerate root loss as effec
tively as ocher species. Table 2 cells us char l 5x may be a 
good multiplication factor co use for a Calculated TPZ. 

For multi-stemmed trees, a single value for DBH 
should be calculated before the cable can be used. Magarik 
et al. (2020) suggest chat measuring below the mulri
scem attachment or using quadratic sum (such as iTree 
uses) gives good results. I prefer to measure mulciple 
seems and add chem together using the quadratic sum 
formula, where the diameter of the multi-stemmed tree 
(DMs) is equal to the square root of the sum of che squares 
of che individual seem diameters (D,, D 2, ere.): 

DMs = J(Df + Di ... ) 

DMs=Jc92 +82 ... ) 

DBH = 12 in (30 cm) 

So an estimate of tree # 1 's Calculated TPZ: 

12 in DBH x 15 = 180 in = 15 feet 
(30 cm DBH x 15 = 450 cm = 4.5 m) 

I consider cree #2 co be macure with a high tolerance 
co construction damage. If London plane isn't common 
in your area, consider another tree chat tolerates root loss 
better than ocher species in your area. Table 2 cells us char 
8x may be a good multiplication factor. So, an estimate 
of tree #2's Calculated TPZ: 

21 in DBH x 8 = 168 in = 14 feet 
(53 cm DBH x 8 = 425 cm = 4.25 m) 

The Calculated TPZ is nor a perfect system bur can be 
a useful cool. I chink ir may be less appropriate for very 
large rrees, very small rrees, or if it is clear chat the root 
system is asymmetrical. More important is what arboriscs 
are doing with chis number once they have it. In chis 
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Figure 5. Measurements from the trunks of existing trees to planned construction. 
Blue hashing represents potential canopy requiring clearance pruning. 

Tree Protection Zone 

Critical Root Zone 

Figure 6. Conceptual illustration of the Tree Protection Zone (red) and Critical 
Root Zone (blue)(Clark et al. 2021 ). 

example, 1 am using it co help me decide if a tree is likely 
co survive conscruccion. In practice, roots don't grow in 
perfect circles, and it is worth chinking about where roots 
are more likely co be based on site conditions and tree 
characteristics. 

Now chat I have a number, I can compare the Calcu
lated TPZ with the planned changes and consider if I 
think the trees can tolerate che root loss that will occur. In 
my experience, some root loss within the Calculated TPZ 
is tolerated by most trees, bur how much is coo much? 

► 
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Trees and Construction (continued) 

Table 2. Guidelines for calculating tree protection zone radius for trees in good condition (adapted from Matheny 
and Clark 1998). To use this table, determine the TPZ multiplication factor based on the species tolerance to 
construction damage and relative tree age. That number (TPZ multiplication factor) is then multiplied by the tree 
trunk diameter (DBH). The result is the radius of the TPZ in the same units used to measure DBH. That number 
is usually converted to feet or meters. 

Species tolerance to consttuction damage Relative ttee age* Multiplication factor 

Young or semimarure 6 

High Marure 8 

Old 12 

Young or semimarure 8 

Medium Marure 12 

Old 15 

Young or semimarure 12 

Low Marure 15 

Old 18 

* Young to semimarure : less than 40 percent life expectancy; Mature : 40 co 80 percent life expectancy; Old : greater than 80 percent life expectancy 

Will the Critical Root Zone 
Be Impacted? 
In my experience, there is no bright line where trees will 
tolerate root loss and where trees will die from root loss. 
As impacts get closer and closer to trees, the trees become 
more likely to be affected, decline, and/or become struc
turally unstable. 1he closer chat distance, the less com
fortable I become. I particularly like the graphic from 
Benson et al. (2019), which summarizes root pruning 
research performed on young Quercus virginiana trees. 

The science studying root loss is super interesting; the 
Benson paper gives us insight into water stress after root 

loss, which is relevant to our project. Other research cries 
to ger at this question in other ways. Hopefully more 
research occurs in chis area. As of 2023, I am not aware of 
peer reviewed research chat has srndied the likelihood of 
survival of a 12-inch (30-cm) DBH Betula pendula srreer 
tree when a trench is excavated 8 feet (2.4 m) away. I have 
ro combine rhe available science with my experience and 
expertise to make chis decision. 

The graphic from the Benson paper and Figure 8 
show root loss impact on a tree's likelihood of survival. 
This marches well with how I chink about tree survival. 
When construction is far from the tree, rhe tree's likeli
hood of survival is green, and I am feeling good. As con
struction gees closer to rhe tree, rhe tree's likelihood of 
survival becomes orange, and I am worried abom rhe 
tree's survival. When we ger very dose ro the tree, rhe 
tree's likelihood of survival is red, and I am nor j usr wor
ried abom the rree dying; I am worried about the rree fall
ing over. 

New single family home 

Figure 8 doesn't account for variation in responses of 
trees of different species or ages. Benson er al. (2019), work
ing with Quercu.s virginiana, concluded char, "tree protec
tion zones should be prescribed by a radius of 15 rimes 
the trunk diameter .. . ". My experience, and training 
from my mentors, say char rree species vary grearly in 
rheir ability ro tolerate roor loss. Table 2 is designed ro 
account for chis variation in tolerance and offers a range 
of scarring points, including 15x. 

♦ lO leel (lm ) 
N = 

Figure 7. The Calculated Tree Protection Zone (dashed green) shown for trees 
#1 and #2. 
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Tree# 1 will lose roots during excavation ro install uril
iries. In my experience, chis species doesn't rolerare root 
loss well. Table 2 offers a mulriplicarion factor of 15x 
wirh a CalcularedTPZ of 15 feet (4.6 m). The excavation 
will occur approximately 7x from rhe trunk, which is less 



9x 12x 
Root 

15x Zone 

I 

Figure 8. Tree Pro tection Zone radius depicted as multip les of 
the trunk diameter. At Jx, noted in red, most of the roots ore 
removed and the tree will likely die. At JSx, noted in green, 
most of the root system would be left intact. As the TPZ 
increases from the red zone to the green zone, the likelihood 
that the tree will survive increases (after Benson et al. 2019). 

than half of the Calculated TPZ (Figure 9). This is in the 
orange zone where I am getting concerned about the 
tree's ability co survive construction. Because tree # I is in 
fair condition, I am even more concerned about its likeli
hood of survival and ics ability co be an asset co the future 
project. On your projects, you need co use your experi
ence co decide what to recommend. I am going co cell my 
client chat I don't chink chat cree #I will survive chis con
struction. 

Table 2 offers ocher multiplication factors besides 
15x. le would be great co have very large Tree Protection 
Zones for every tree, but char is unrealistic for many of 
my projects. The question chat I am currendy trying to 
answer is: is the tree likely co survive construction? For 
more construction-tolerant and younger trees, chis 
method proposes using rhe same color scale, buc com
pressing it so char green is equal to the mulciplicacion fac
tors from Table 2 (Figure 10). 

Tree #2 will lose roots and crown. In my experience 
London plane trees are tolerant ofboch of chese impacts. 
Table 2 liscs 8x as the multiplication factor, which equals 
a Calculated TPZ of 14 feet (4.25 m). There is construc
tion planned near che edge of chis zone, and excavation 
will probably occur approximately 7x DBH from the 
trunk (Figure 10). For me, chis is within the green zone. 
I would prefer chat we had more space, but I expect chis 
tree, which is in good condition, co survive the planned 
construction. 

••••••••• •• •• •• • • •• • • 
Calculated TPZ 
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Figure 9. European white birch # 1 has construction planned closer than half the distance of the Calculated TPZ. 
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Trees and Construction (continued) 

Calculated TPZ 
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Figure 10. London plane #2 has construction planned near the edge of the Calculated TPZ. 

Summary 
I have outlined one way in which arboriscs could cry co 
answer the question: is chis tree likely co survive construc
tion? This method combines the available science witl1 
elements from the 3rd edition of the BMP co compare 
the size of the Calculated TPZ to where construction is 
planned. An important element of chis method is the 
observation chat most trees seem to tolerate excavation 
near the edge of their Calculated TPZ, and that as con
struction gets closer co the tree, the likelihood of survival 
goes down. 

Instead of crying co quantify this change in probabil
ity, I have shown some color-coded graphics where I feel 
good when the ratio is green, am worried when in the 
orange zone, and am alarmed when in tl1e red zone. I 
encourage all arborists working on construction sites to 
review the science studying chis topic, read the 3rd edi
tion of the BMP, and use your experience and expertise co 
make the best predictions chat you can about whether 
trees are likely to survive che planned construction. 

Next Steps 
Once we decide whether we expect trees co survive the 
planned construction, there are several options for how 
co proceed: 

I . Further investigation. When construction is near 
trees, and we are not sure of the intensity of root 
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impacts, further investigation may be appropri
ate. Techniques could include localized soil exca
vation to expose roocs, ground penetrating radar, 
and viewing root loss during excavations. If roots 
aren't present in rhe area being constructed, the 
tree is likely to survive. Some arborisrs rely on 
exploratory methods to assess where roots are 
more chan I do and seem co have good success. 

2. Redesign. Depending on where the project is in 
rhe construction process, ir may be possible co 
adjust rhe plans to reduce tree impacts. Some 
aspects of the project are easier ro change rhan 
ochers. For example, on chis project, asking if 
utilities can be rerouted is an oprion. 

3. Remove, protect, monitor, and replant. Mose 
likely on this project, we would discuss rhe fol
lowing scenario: 
• Trees #2 and #4 will be preserved. 
• Trees #1 and #3 will be removed. 
• The arborisr works with rhe design ream co cre

ate a Tree Protection Plan for trees #2 and #4. 
• The arborisc monitors the excavation in the 

root zone and prunes the crown for clearance 
following the ISA Pruning BMP (Lilly et al. 
2019). 

• After construction is complete, rhe landscaper 
plan rs trees co mitigate rhe loss of trees #1 and #3. 



Good luck with your construction projects. I look for
ward to hearing what challenges you are having and how 
you are overcoming them. 
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Utility Arboriculture: 
The Utility Specialist 
Certification Study Guide 

Now available anywhere you have 
an internet connection! 

This guide is an excellent resource for 
utility arborists and foresters. Based 
on scientific research and proven 
best practices, it is an essential text 
with information to navigate the 
complexities of today's vegetation 
management industry. 

Find this and more resources at: 
www.isa-arbor.com/store 
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